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Abstract

Despite its inherent complexity and wide dynamic variability, healthy human gait is distinguished by smoothness, stability and flexibility with minimal energy consumption. This is in part achieved by the human body’s superb inherent joint compliance. In particular, the ankle joint plays an important role with its continuous variable stiffness, as compared to the stiffness of the knee and hip joints which remain nearly constant during the loading phases of the gait cycle. This paper presents a proof-of-concept of a bio-inspired unpowered-compliant ankle exoskeleton designed to assist in human walking and reduce the biological demands of the calf muscle. An unpowered variable stiffness mechanism was developed and integrated onto the ankle exoskeleton to harness gait energy and enhance the ankle’s biomechanical capabilities. The prototype was fabricated and validated on healthy subjects using preliminary experimental tests. The device uses a variable stiffness mechanism, which manually enables five levels of stiffness to replicate and compliment the human ankle’s range of motion. A slider is triggered by a passive mechanical clutch, which controls spring engagement. By engaging different levels on the slider, the system produces five different levels of stiffness in the range of 0.8-4.7 N.m.rad⁻¹. The ankle exoskeleton presented here offers a promising opportunity to adjust ankle compliance and improve the robustness of walking by providing users with further adaptability.

Introduction

Human robot integration, particularly that focusing on human augmentation, is constantly evolving with significant advances achieved during the last decade promising to reshape the future of robotics. According to H. Herr, an exoskeleton is a mechanical device, essentially anthropomorphic in nature, worn by a user and operating in parallel to the human body [1]. An exoskeleton must operate in a manner compatible with human biomechanics without restricting the user’s movements.

Exoskeletons can function to augment human performance by increasing strength, endurance and other physical attributes needed to perform any type of activity. They could, for example, be utilized to lift heavy objects, carry objects over a long
distance, or work with heavy machinery and tools. They can be used in confined spaces, such as warehouses, construction sites, or in specific contexts, such as disaster relief operations and military activities [2]. Understanding the performance of the human body during interaction with these exoskeletal systems is critical to these applications and insightful to further use in rehabilitation, physiology and biomechanics.

Augmentation exoskeletons are typically categorized based on the utilized actuation systems into actuated and passive exoskeletons. Actuated exoskeletons employ an actuation system (electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic, and hybrid) to exert torques and forces on the exoskeleton’s joints and links, thus enabling augmentation of task performance. Currently, there are a number of commercial augmentation exoskeletons and many more are under development. For example, BLEEX [3] and HULC [4], both employ hydraulic actuators. BLEEX uses an average walking speed of 1.3 m/s with a load of 34 kg. The device however is sensitive to the forces and torques produced by the wearer [3]. The HULC has an approximate weight of 24 kg, and was developed to reduce the vertical component of the weight carried by an individual. However, this device does not allow the production of torque to assist in the lifting or controlling of loads carried in the anterior-posterior (transverse plane) and medio-lateral (frontal plane) directions [4].

Electrically actuated devices include the HEXAR [5], which was developed for industrial use. This exoskeleton relies on two electric motors and works with muscle circumference sensors coupled to the user. Another example is the RB3D HERCULE [6], which allows transportation of loads up to 40 kg, and walking speeds of 5 km/hr. Lastly, the HAL-3 is a hybrid powered exo-suit designed by Cyberdyne [7]. It is used for rehabilitating patients with spinal cord injuries, as well as providing healthy users with strength augmentation. HAL-3’s unique feature lies in its ability to train patients to eventually perform movements independently without the need of wearing the exo-suit. This is mainly accomplished by sensors attached to the leg muscles, which detect electric signals sent from the brain to the muscles initiating and controlling movement. The exoskeleton then powers up and assists this motion, enhancing strength and stability by leveraging the patient’s nervous system to signal the robot [7].

Passive augmentation exoskeletons, unlike their actuated counterparts, do not utilize actuation systems to generate torques and forces. Instead, they use passive elastic elements to store and release energy during a designated phase in the gait cycle, hence allowing for the reduction of the metabolic consumption of muscles [8]. Collins, et al. [8] used a lightweight, low-power clutch to control spring engagement in an ankle exoskeleton. Based on electrostatic adhesion between thin electrode sheets coated with a dielectric material, they placed clutches in series with elastomer springs to allow control of spring engagement, in addition to several clutched springs placed in parallel to discretely adjust stiffness. By engaging different numbers of springs, their system produced six different levels of stiffness with forces ranging from 14 to 50 N.

Regarding ankle exoskeletons, the value of torsional stiffness plays a major role in impacting the system’s performance. This value is affected by many factors, including body mass, gait speed, and gait cycle frequency. Therefore, a variable stiffness mechanism capable of altering the stiffness of the ankle exoskeleton joint to meet various physiological task demands, is key to successful adaptive performance. Several concepts have been proposed in literature. These include the unpowered exoskeleton proposed in [8], which utilizes an unpowered ratchet mechanism to control an elastic element placed in parallel to the user’s leg. In [9], Electrostatic adhesion clutches are placed in series with springs for control, while clutched springs are placed in parallel to adjust the stiffness of the ankle [10]. Developed a low-profile unpowered ankle exoskeleton to reduce the calf’s muscle expenditure, while [11], prototyped a passive ankle exoskeleton with artificial tendon and [12], built a passive leg exoskeleton that reduces metabolic consumption through hopping.

In this paper, we present the proof-of-concept of a passive ankle exoskeleton with a discrete-variable stiffness mechanism. The system utilizes a lever mechanism with discrete lever arm lengths. The lever arm mechanism and the discrete variable stiffness actuators have been used in our previous passive exoskeleton design [13-15]. The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the concept and the modeling of the variable stiffness mechanism is proposed. Section 3 details the simulation and the experimental validation for the proposed model, while in section 4, the discussion conclusions, and future directions are presented.

Methodology

The design of the proposed augmentation ankle exoskeleton is shown in Figure 1. The design utilizes the clutching mechanism proposed in [8]. This mechanism is responsible for the engagement and disengagement of the spring in the gait cycle. As explained in [8], from 0–20% of the gait cycle, the clutching mechanism would be in the ratcheting stage where the spring would be held at its free length to enable it

---

**Figure 1:** The realized exoskeleton, the clutching mechanism is taken from [8].

to stretch along 20–50% of the gait cycle. Once the foot leaves the ground, the clutching mechanism is released yielding to spring’s recoil [8].

Concept, physical model and simulation

As mentioned before, the spring is only effective when the clutching mechanism is engaged. The variable stiffness mechanism developed here is inspired by the semi-active variable stiffness used in car-suspension systems [16]. The schematic of the mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2. The lever arm OA, is pinned at a fixed point ‘O’, around which it is free to rotate The spring BC is pinned to the lever arm at point ‘B’ and is free to rotate around ‘B’, while ‘C’ is free to translate along the cantilever arm OC. The lever arm OA is rotated around point ‘O’ through the ankle joint angle ‘\(\theta\)’, which creates a force ‘\(F_s\)’ by the spring BC acting on the lever arm OA. The overall stiffness of the system is varied through the displacement of point ‘B’ on the lever arm OA. The variable ‘\(k\)’ represents the spring constant, while the variable ‘\(l_0\)’ represents the free length of the spring BC while it is at rest. The angle ‘\(\theta\)’ is controlled by ankle movement in the sagittal plane, thus creating a displacement on the spring, which in turn produces the force ‘\(F\)’ exerted on point ‘C’. This force on point ‘C’ creates a torque on point ‘O’ through the lever arm OC.

To derive the ankle stiffness model as a function of the ankle’s angular displacement (\(\theta\)), the kinematics of the system are formulated by defining the relation between the vectors:

\[
\overrightarrow{OB} = \overrightarrow{OA} + \overrightarrow{AB} = \overrightarrow{OB} + \overrightarrow{CB}
\]  

(1)

When the structure OAB rotates around point O with an angular displacement of ‘\(\theta\)’, vectors \(\overrightarrow{AB}'\), \(\overrightarrow{A'B}'\), and \(\overrightarrow{OA}'\) are represented as follows:

\[
\overrightarrow{OB}' = R_x(\theta)\overrightarrow{OB} = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\theta) - \sin(\theta) & 0 \\ \sin(\theta) \cos(\theta) & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \overrightarrow{OB}
\]

\[
\overrightarrow{OA}' = R_x(\theta)\overrightarrow{OA} = \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\theta) - \sin(\theta) & 0 \\ \sin(\theta) \cos(\theta) & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \overrightarrow{OA}
\]

(2)

The Spring Force (\(F_s\)) is defined based on Hook’s law:

\[
\overrightarrow{F_s} = K_s \Delta l = K_s (|\overrightarrow{CB}'| - l_0)\hat{u}_s
\]

(5)

Where

\[
\overrightarrow{CB} = \overrightarrow{OA} + \overrightarrow{AB}'\cdot \overrightarrow{OC}
\]

(6)

\[
\hat{u}_s = \frac{\overrightarrow{CB}'}{|\overrightarrow{CB}'|}
\]

(7)

From equations 1–7, it can be noted that the force \(F_s\) is a function of \(\theta\). Therefore, to calculate the torque around point O:

\[
\overrightarrow{\tau}_o = \overrightarrow{OC} \times \overrightarrow{F_s}
\]

(8)

The torsional stiffness of the mechanism (\(K_{exo}\)) can be presented by:

\[
K_{exo} = \frac{\overrightarrow{\tau}_o}{ \frac{\partial \overrightarrow{\tau}_o}{\partial \theta} }
\]

(9)

The model was simulated using MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., USA). Figure 2 depicts the relationship between the torque generated around the ankle joint (point O) and the angular deflection of the ankle. According to [8], the angular position of the ankle joint ranges from -12 degrees to 24 degrees. It can be seen from the Figure that the torque increases with increased lever length (\(\overrightarrow{OC}\)).

Accordingly, the exoskeleton’s ankle stiffness is higher for higher values of (\(\overrightarrow{OC}\)) (Figure 3). The relationship between the stiffness and the angular deflection of the ankle is illustrated in Figure 4, where The level of stiffness decreases with an increase in angular deflection. This can be related to the behavior of the torque function, for which the slope decreases at higher angular positions.

Design, realization and preliminary validation

The exoskeleton prototype is presented in Figure 1, inspired by the design detailed in [8]. The structure of the exoskeleton was 3D printed using Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) material. The lowest segment (emulating the foot) is mounted on the user’s shoes using screws. The variable length lever (\(\overrightarrow{OC}\)) is embedded within the foot part of the exoskeleton. The
The upper part of the exoskeleton (emulating the shank) includes the clutching mechanism. The clutching mechanism used here is based on [8]. The spring is attached between the clutching mechanism and the fixed lever. The value of the spring has been selected from off-shelf hook springs according to [8]. The specific parameters of the fabricated exoskeleton are presented in Table 1.

In order to validate the simulation results, an experimental setup has been devised. A force/torque sensor (ATI Mini) is attached between the variable stiffness lever and spring cable to measure the spring force \( F_s \) in both magnitude and direction. A quadrature encoder (E6C2–CWZ3E) is mounted on ankle joint to measure the ankle angular position \( \theta \). Those sensors were connected to A National Instrument DAQ (NI–USB–6343) and the National Instrument LabVIEW® were used for data acquisition at 1000 Hz. As this is preliminary study, only the third level \( \parallel (OC) \parallel = 12.6 \text{ cm} \) was tested. The results are shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the experimental results matches the simulation results for the spring force magnitude \( F_s \) with the ankle deflection \( \theta \).

### Conclusions and limitations

This paper presented the development and preliminary validation of an augmentation ankle exoskeleton with a manually controlled variable stiffness mechanism inspired by the lever method of stiffness alteration. System kinematic and kinetic models were illustrated and simulated. The exoskeleton was realized through 3D printing using ABS. A preliminary experimental setup was devised to validate the simulation results.

It should be noted, however, that the current realized exoskeleton merely serves as proof-of-concept to verify the feasibility of realizing a light weight, variable stiffness exoskeleton with minimal power consumption. Further work is warranted to improve design and validation. Although the current system is unpowered due to the manual selection of the stiffness levels, several improvements should be implemented. For example, replacing the manual selection method with a linear actuator would facilitate altering the stiffness during

### Table 1: Design Parameters of Ankle Exoskeleton.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spring Stiffness ( K_s )</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clutch position along shank from ankle (magnitude of Vector ( OA ) )</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clutch position perpendicular to shank from ankle (magnitude of Vector ( OB ) )</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>Cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring free length ( l_0 )</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lever Length (magnitude of Vector ( OC ) ) level 1</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>Cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lever Length (magnitude of Vector ( OC ) ) level 2</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>Cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lever Length (magnitude of Vector ( OC ) ) level 3</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>Cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lever Length (magnitude of Vector ( OC ) ) level 4</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>Cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lever Length (magnitude of Vector ( OC ) ) level 5</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>Cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Simulation Results of Torque vs Angular Position for different lever lengths.

Figure 4: Simulation Results of Stiffness vs Angular Position for different lever lengths.

Figure 5: Experimental Results (green dots) and Simulation Results (red) for the magnitude of spring force vs the angular deflection of the ankle on the third level of the variable lever levels (\( OC=12.6 \text{ cm} \)).
operation towards enhancing the efficiency of the exoskeleton. Moreover, the prototype can be improved using a better material in terms of strength and toughness in order to increase the lifespan and robustness of the exoskeleton. The thickness of the ankle brace could also be substantially reduced and positioned closer to the biological ankle joint to further reduce any lost energy. Further investigation regarding experimental testing on users to quantify the reduction in metabolic energy consumption of the muscles is underway.
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